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Further documents and presents the symbiotic relationship between seven artists and friends who share a
visual dialogue: MARS-1, NoMe Edonna, Oliver Vernon, Tomokazu Matsuyama, Damon Soule, David
Choong Lee, and Robert Hardgrave. The dialogue between artists influences their individual styles and
explores the theory of a collective unconscious - a feedback loop of ideas that move freely, mutating over
time and taking shape as visual thoughts. Ultimately these expressions make their way through each
individual artist's lens and filter. Full of vibrant color and unique organic shapes that explode off the page,
the work is a natural progression from earlier titles that showcased the work of some of the artists featured in
Further, such as the book Convergence. Works inspired by surrealism and directly drawing from Salvador
Dalí and other artists of the past interact and coexist with works looking to the future, featuring robots and
cyber-infrastructures. The title succeeds at engaging the viewer and expanding his or her unconscious. As
featured artist NoMe Edonna describes, "The electricity created between a timeless work of art and the
viewer cannot be created with logic or some long-thought out rationality. Art is spiritual and lives in a world
of magic, where words can only fall short." Dalí and other artists of the past interact and coexist with works
looking to the future, featuring robots and cyber-infrastructures. The title succeeds at engaging the viewer
and expanding his or her unconscious.
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From reader reviews:

Irma Hughes:

Do you have favorite book? When you have, what is your favorite's book? Book is very important thing for
us to know everything in the world. Each book has different aim or goal; it means that book has different
type. Some people really feel enjoy to spend their a chance to read a book. They may be reading whatever
they take because their hobby is usually reading a book. Think about the person who don't like looking at a
book? Sometime, man feel need book after they found difficult problem as well as exercise. Well, probably
you should have this Further.

Robert Hollinger:

Have you spare time for a day? What do you do when you have far more or little spare time? That's why, you
can choose the suitable activity to get spend your time. Any person spent their spare time to take a wander,
shopping, or went to the particular Mall. How about open or read a book allowed Further? Maybe it is to
become best activity for you. You understand beside you can spend your time together with your favorite's
book, you can better than before. Do you agree with their opinion or you have different opinion?

Clifford Caldwell:

Are you kind of busy person, only have 10 or even 15 minute in your time to upgrading your mind skill or
thinking skill also analytical thinking? Then you are receiving problem with the book when compared with
can satisfy your limited time to read it because all of this time you only find guide that need more time to be
learn. Further can be your answer mainly because it can be read by you actually who have those short free
time problems.

Tiffany Reyes:

Within this era which is the greater person or who has ability in doing something more are more special than
other. Do you want to become considered one of it? It is just simple strategy to have that. What you must do
is just spending your time not much but quite enough to possess a look at some books. One of many books in
the top record in your reading list is actually Further. This book that is certainly qualified as The Hungry
Inclines can get you closer in getting precious person. By looking upward and review this guide you can get
many advantages.
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